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Two Freshmen Play Leading Characters In "Cat and Canary"

With less than a month to practice before the curtain rises on "The Cat and Canary," two Ursinus freshmen will be seen as the cast members chosen to portray the characters of the play's two leading roles for the first time. While the production has been years in the making, the play finally has an end date of April 3 when it is scheduled to take place.

Two freshmen, Elaine Loughin and Frederick Crump, have been cast in the leading roles of the murder mystery, while other Ursinus undergraduates will fill out the remaining parts.

"The Cat and Canary" is a thrill-chilled mystery drama which features an abandoned mansion, secret passages, a band of Indian servants, and a murder to top it all.

Dr. Lenz Defines "True Gentleman"

"What constitutes a gentleman?" was the topic introduced by Dr. Joseph L. Lenz, the past president of the Tulane Medical School, last week at a meeting of the Ursinus society. Those who have made the rounds of the social events of the past week have been treated to the familiar question of the day, ever since the fall of the leaves in the garden or the autumn of the mind, have been made to give some thought to the question for the responses will be of a general interest to other students as well.

Dr. Lenz, who was appointed dean of the Tulane medical school in 1940, is internationally known as a leading orthopedist and surgeon. At Tulane, he was an executive of the Tulane Science Foundation and the American Association of Dental Surgeons.

WAR NURSE DESCRIBES POLAND'S VALENTINE FIGHT

Poland is the nucleus of European trouble, because she is confronted with two imperialisms, that of the Soviet and the Nazi, stated attractive, Polish-born English war nurse Miss Mary Galera, member of the Polish thousands of Polish women in France.

The speaker, a former Red Cross nurse attached to the Polish army, told students how she was recruited by motion pictures by telling of her work in Poland, her escape and from Poland's continued fight against Germany. She was attached to a hospital in a Polish hospital, Miss Wasiakowski got to know a young captured German soldier. She asked him if he was not sorry for his sins, and was sorry for his country. The man, produces in England with the cooperation of the Polish government, showed underground activity in Poland, the lives of Polish flyers, and scenes from the pre-World War II era.

ENGLISH CLUB TO ADD FOUR EVEN AND THOMAS TO PRESENT "TRUTH CONTEST HIGHLIGHTS YW-MAC HATFORD FRESHMAN"

With patriotism and a good time foremost in their minds, eighty students from the Ursinus faculty and students of the faculty took off from attending the Y's Y. W. C. A. (YWCA) meeting this year Friday night last Friday.

A luncheon to be held next week for the same purpose, was attended by New York State Governor Sr. H. F. Freeman, and E. R. Ingersoll, representatives of the precedents will not be mixed between the two groups.

President spike Rumors OMA MOVE TO A CAUSE

Skiing the story that Ursinus, a leading college for coed sports, might be letting up its facilities for the head quarters for joint training under the Civil Aeronautics ad ministration, President S. P. Spikes declared on Thursday, "I can assure you that the development of the New York flight will be made by the College if any program is decided upon.

The story that the flight school now housed at the Green Bay, Wisconsin, location will move to Ursinus on April 12 began on Thursday from rumors circulating through Col封锁. On Thursday evening, both the New York Times and The Morning Times reported the future relations of the College to the government.

Dr. McClure pointed out to the Ursinus students entertained at lunch on Fri day that the College had been under the accelerated program. Apparently the status of the women gallants is now decided in the future, as large number will be involved in the program.

Juniors will limit frills

The Ursinus Weekly is the official organ of the Ursinus College, published weekly in Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, and distributed free to all members of the Ursinus College for the academic year 1941-1942, except for the first edition, which was a judge's mistake after page 41.

Two members will be added as members of the English Club by the College, according to their marks in English. Both seniors and juniors who have a grade of 3.5 or better are eligible for membership. For tonight's program, Senior Ewan 43, will review "Pilgrim's Way," and Junior Ewan 43, will review "Sand by the Sea." Emma Jane Thomas '44 will discuss the usefulness of English in the business world.

Music club hears student

The music club program scheduled for the week will be a recital by Charles Pizik, who is a student of the music department.

Dr. McClure, who had known that the College was being entertained after several other Pennsylvania colleges, in addition to admitting students new to the institution, will be available from the YWCA to the Under the accelerated program.
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The Gentle Hand of Woman
Is she not the most feminine of that super soap salesman, Walt Turner, has at last come to pass. For details, see Advertising Manager.

You Lucky People, You
The government's figures for paper consumption are: We just hope G. W. didn't mind... Henriette Bentz swears a mean skill...

Gaff from the GRIZZLY

Tradition — and all that
We are publishing our bookings and leaving Curtis Rutt to settle the same way in our new book. We are a bit worried, we had treated the well known Curtis Rutt morning paper by the Curtis R. K. Curtis dormily again as we thought we had seen him go by.

The war has affected everybody and everything. We took speed-up programs, fewer cats, and less athletes slyly, but now the race is come. We recall in par days that the removal of the political Machine would have led to bloodshed. But, proud of us, as great tradition, maybe we must yield when the war effort is con... concerned. Yet it has been a great tradition! Great men have passed through as Marine, East, last and always. If you are lacking in knowledge on this phase of college love, at your nearest pub, or write to the Permanent Representative to the Graduates Society of the Marines.

Hey, Ben, what's on your mind?
To the Editor: Dear Sir, I feel your editorial on the so-called "Firedale Flips" was rather bacy and not very logical. Certainly it did not come up to your usual standard of fairness. From the opinions which I have heard expressed it was not an expression of the opinion of the majority of the students. After all, it is a fair public opinion by which which is discussed in hall ses... is a standard by which to judge a problem. The topic chosen was an excellent one, of the hall campaign at which had been present were highly unusual. After all, students are interested in what takes place on campuses in the various organizations on campus. It seems rather futile to try to ever change a thing. As for the suggestion that the Y's problem is in the cabinet, the cabinet members are the repre... members of the Y's House and such a suggestion is about as logical as suggesting the president and congressmen of the United States government be restricted to the floor of Congress, sincerely yours, Elizabeth O. Casutt '45

W. H. GROSTICK'S SONS
Collegville, Pa.

Bus Transportation
Collegville

PERKIMEN TRANSIT COMPANY

Bus transportation
Collegville, Pa.

Burden's Ice Cream Photo — Pottington 814

William Heyl Thompson Architect
ARCHITECTS BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA

SCULLS BAKING COMPANY

Enriched Vitamin B 3 Bread
Pottington, Pa.

All the latest and most popular REcords

Vickee Mcgoy's

Collegville, Pa.

402 Toklash St., Norristown

McGoy's

Buy Merchandise of Merit at

Block's Norristown

The Berliner - The Weekly

Kappa Delta - A social organization which informally invites its pledges on Thursday evening. Betty Harrison '45, is chairman of the affair.

Kappa Delta Phi will hold a dance in the upper dormitory on Friday evening. It will be advertised by the College PRINT SHOP attractively.

The Independent
Print Shop

Prints The Weekly and is the official advertising office of COLLEGE PRINTING attractively.

Collegville, Pa.
Bears Play Swarthmore Tonite  
Then Face Temple, Haverford

Grizzles Move From Field House To Mitten Hall

The Open Air Affair

Easy to show their staff in their own class, the Ursinus basketball players are primed for clashes with Swarthmore, Temple and Haverford this week when they move from Convention Hall into Swarthmore's huge barnlike house tonight. Mitten hall is the home of the Thompson-Gay gymnasium for their first seven post-season contests on Thursday.

Fresh from a 59-34 triumph over Haverford on Friday night, Swarthmore will probably use the same starting combination that beat Haverford earlier in the season. The Grizzles, still in line to tie for the first-place spot in the Middle Atlantics, face a tall but lacks experience, should Ursinus, moved to 121, should also give Ursinus a few points. The three records for Convention hall established on Saturday included the finest court squads in the nation. They will meet the Ursinians in the Philadelphia city championship on Saturday.

Haverford May Pack Surprise

Despite the fact that the Bears may have won fairly handily with Haverford in their meeting in the first game on January 28, they may have a surprise for the local quintet.

Haverford has a tall but lacks experience, should Ursinus, moved to 121, should also give Ursinus a few points. The three records for Convention hall established on Saturday included the finest court squads in the nation. They will meet the Ursinians in the Philadelphia city championship on Saturday.

Haverford May Pack Surprise

Despite the fact that the Bears may have won fairly handily with Haverford in their meeting in the first game on January 28, they may have a surprise for the local quintet.

Haverford has a tall but lacks experience, should Ursinus, moved to 121, should also give Ursinus a few points. The three records for Convention hall established on Saturday included the finest court squads in the nation. They will meet the Ursinians in the Philadelphia city championship on Saturday.

Haverford May Pack Surprise

Despite the fact that the Bears may have won fairly handily with Haverford in their meeting in the first game on January 28, they may have a surprise for the local quintet.


CALANDER

Monday, March 1

Men's Debating club
Freyland hall, 8:00 p.m.

English club
Dr. McClure's home, 8 p.m.

Phy-Ed club

Tuesday, March 2

Men's Student council
Library, 7:30 p.m.

Pre-Med society

Phahler hall, 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 3

YM-YW, 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 4

Musical organizations

Bearwood Chemical society, 8:00 p.m.

Friday, March 5

Rudy dance.

Upper dining room, 8 p.m.

Ursinus Battalion Tastes Army Life

With Marching, Exams On First Day

by Richard Westzel, ex '46

Off on time for the big adventure. Makes a fellow feel swell to see the gang come in after the train only a few minutes and then everyone winds up behind newspapers. Three fellows start a card game, and then the red start to talk quietly. Two girls come into the car. Everyone quiets. The girls love it.

Reading station is soon reached and then there is the change for the B & O. Some of the boys' parents were down to see them off. The rest of the gang is just beginning to realize that they're leaving.

The best card game on the train, but a bunch of sailors come on and a talk with them breaks up. Some colored draftees start rolling dice in the back of the car. Train gets warm and everyone gets droopy.

Don takes us to camp after we leave the train. At camp, we're welcomed by lieutenant and assigned to barracks. Started marching under the command of an insign looking corporal with red hair. Marched up for our physical with Dan Chance out of step the whole way. Lanning's so excited his pole is way off. Keefe's afraid he'll pass out when he gets his blood test. He did the last time. Couple of the boys tried to memorize the eye chart.

Then more instructions on marching and some practice. Heh, heh, heh, four! Heh, poot, oo, four! From that point on.

More marching on Friday. Met Ed McCausland and Jim Richards. They say Tippett's going to be shipped out tomorrow. Then to the Post Exchange to buy stationery. Back at the barracks everyone begins to write madly. Especially Dick Bevernig, Paul Detweiler, and Lou Beck.

Then shave and shower, uniform tomorrow.

Lights out at 9:00 p.m. Before tags blow, our corporal tells us he is on 72 hours notice to leave. Starting to realize that after a lot of talk we're in the war at last.

Order Your Ursinus Bear Ring Now!

Supplied by

LOREN MURCHISON & CO., Inc.
B. W. HAMPTON, Representative

MEDALS — TRADGES — PINS

For All Your Barbering Needs

CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP

333 MAIN STREET

TWO BARBERS

50 Years' Service to College Students

Synthane Corporation

Manufacturers of

BAKELITE LAMINATED PRODUCTS

Oaks, Pennsylvania

Yes, we have no ZOOT SUITS

but we do have a beautiful group of Tweeds

like this &

and lots of other things

a college man would want

like sport coats and pants

to blend.

We also have two humorous salesmen

who will tell you jokes

at no extra charge

so at least you get something for your money.

We are located in Norristown

on the corner of Main and Cherry Streets

GILBERTS CLOTHES